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Abstract – We study the stability of amorphous solids, focussing on the distribution P (x) of
the local stress increase x that would lead to an instability. We argue that this distribution
behaves as P (x) ∼ xθ , where the exponent θ is larger than zero if the elastic interaction between
rearranging regions is non-monotonic, and increases with the interaction range. For a class of
ﬁnite-dimensional models we show that stability implies a lower bound on θ, which is found to lie
near saturation. For quadrupolar interactions these models yield θ ≈ 0.6 for d = 2 and θ ≈ 0.4 in
d = 3 where d is the spatial dimension, accurately capturing previously unresolved observations
in atomistic models, both in quasi-static ﬂow and after a fast quench. In addition, we compute
the Herschel-Buckley exponent in these models and show that it depends on a subtle choice of
dynamical rules, whereas the exponent θ does not.
c EPLA, 2014
Copyright 

Dislocations play a key role in controlling plastic ﬂow in
crystalline solids. In contrast, the notion of defects is illdeﬁned in amorphous materials. However, plasticity under shear in these materials occurs via events that are also
well localized in space [1–6]. There are thus preferential
locations where plastic rearrangements are likely to occur,
which we refer to as shear transformations [1], and are central to various proposed descriptions of plasticity [7]. The
microscopic nature of these objects is however elusive, and
their concentration is thus hard to measure directly [8,9].
Recently, it has been shown [10,11] that the density of
soft, non-linear excitations in hard-sphere packings is such
that stability toward extensive rearrangements is achieved,
but barely so. This result raises the question of how the
stability of amorphous solids with smooth interactions
is reﬂected by the distribution of shear transformations
P (x), which measures the density of regions that ﬂow
plastically if the local stress is incremented by x. Although
phenomenological models of plasticity do not consider
this possibility, there is indirect evidence that P (x) is not
analytical but behaves as P (x) ∼ xθ [12]: both following a
quench and during steady ﬂow, the amount by which the
stress can be increased without triggering plastic events in
a system of N particles was found to scale in a numerical
molecular glass as N −ξ where ξ < 1. Assuming that the
variables x are independent, this observation would imply

that θ > 0 as we shall recall below. However, the hypothesis of independence is inconsistent with observations at
the yield stress [12], raising doubts on the inference of
θ. Most importantly, what controls this exponent is not
known.
In this letter we argue that θ is governed by the interaction between shear transformations, and is such that
extensive avalanches of plastic rearrangements are prohibited. θ can be non-zero if the interaction is non-monotonic,
i.e. is either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the
location, and increases with the interaction range. We
extend a previous mean-ﬁeld, on-lattice model of plasticity [13] to the case of power-law interactions, and show
that stability implies a lower bound on θ, which is found
to lie near saturation. When more realistic quadrupolar
interactions are considered, which are known to characterize the far ﬁeld eﬀect of a plastic event [5,6], the model
yields θ ≈ 0.6 for d = 2 and θ ≈ 0.4 in d = 3, and reproduces at a surprising level of accuracy the system size
dependence of the strain interval between plastic events
observed in atomistic models [12]. Our ﬁndings underlines a missing ingredient in the description of plasticity
of amorphous solids, and suggests an explanation for puzzling diﬀerences between this phenomenon and the depinning transition where an elastic manifold is driven in a
random environment.
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collapsed state to mechanical stability is accompanied by
the following changes in the local stresses:

collapsed state

σi ← 0,
σj ← σj + G(ri − rj ).

τr

time

Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) Illustration of a possible trajectory of
the local stress σi at site i vs. time in our model. As time
evolves, σi ﬂuctuates due to interactions with other sites. During the intervals for which σi > σ th ≡ 1 (red line with dots),
the site has a probability per unit time 1/τc to go into the
“collapsed state”, marked in the illustration by the dashed redgreen line. Sites are not stabilized while in the collapsed state,
even if σi < 1 during that time. After a mean duration τr ,
the site leaves the collapsed state, the local stress σi is set to
zero, and the local stresses σj in other sites j = i are updated
according to the interaction law σj ← σj + G(ri − rj ).

We focus on athermal amorphous materials under
simple shear, and work at constant shear stress σ. We consider cellular automaton models which are known to capture the critical behavior of the depinning transition [14]
and have been used to study plastic ﬂow [13,15–18]. The
sample is decomposed into sites labelled by i, each carrying a scalar shear stress σi (the tensorial nature of the
stress is neglected). A site represents
a few particles. The

applied shear stress is σ = N1 i σi . Each site is described
by a local yield stress beyond which plasticity occurs. For
simplicity we assume that this threshold σ th is independent of position, and in what follows σ th deﬁnes our unit
of stress. Two time scales characterize the dynamics of
our model. If σi > σ th , the site i is mechanically unstable, and has a probability per unit time 1/τc to rearrange
plastically. As illustrated in ﬁg. 1, the interactions with
other sites (to be speciﬁed in the following) can bring back
the local stress below threshold (σi < σ th ≡ 1) before it
had time to yield. If this happens, the site becomes stable again. Physically, τc is the characteristic time to relax
locally toward a new local minimum of potential energy,
and is thus a vibrational time (of order of the inverse Debye frequency). In principle τc should depend on how
unstable the site is (i.e. on σi − σ th ), for simplicity we
neglect this dependence. Such a plastic event aﬀects the
stress in the rest of the system, with a delay associated
to elastic propagation. We neglect the dependence of this
delay on the distance from the plastic event, and choose
the delay times to be exponentially distributed with mean
τr . For conveniency, we refer to sites that have undergone
a plastic rearrangement, but have not yet aﬀected other
sites (sites remain in this state for a typical duration τr )
as being in the “collapsed state”. While in the collapsed
state, sites cannot be restablized, even if their local stress
drops below the threshold. The return of a site from the

(1)
(2)

In simple depinning models, G is strictly positive and the
interaction is said to be monotonic. We focus here on nonmonotonic interactions for which the sign of G varies. In
this case if τc > 0, unstable sites can be re-stabilized by
other plastic events. Such models predict the existence of
a yield stress, and as we shall demonstrate are consistent
with the Herschel-Bulkley (HB) relation:
γ̇ ∼ (σ − σc )β ,

(3)

where the strain rate γ̇ is deﬁned as the number of collapses per unit time. In numerical simulations ﬁnite-size
ﬂuctuations can stop the dynamics even if σ > σc . When
this happens we give small random kicks to every site
(while conserving the total stress constant) until a new
site becomes unstable. This method enables us to reach
the steady state when σ > σc and to study avalanche
dynamics at σc .
We denote the distance to the yield stress of the site i
by xi ≡ 1 − σi . In principle xi can be measured experimentally or numerically by observing how much additional
stress can be locally applied to site i before plasticity occurs. Our goal is to understand how the distribution P (x)
depends on the interaction G. We introduce the decomposition P (x) = P1 (x)+P2 (x) where P2 (x) is the distribution
of collapsed sites, and P1 (x) is the distribution of the rest
of the sites.
We ﬁrst consider a solvable mean-ﬁeld model where it
is assumed that a plastic event leads to random kicks of
stress whose magnitude does not depend on position:
η̃
ηj
Gmean (ri − rj ) = √ + ,
N
N

(4)

where the ηj are independent variables in space, and are
uncorrelated from one plastic event to the next. They are
uniformly distributed in [−η0 , η0 ], and η0 does not depend
on N to ensure the existence of a thermodynamic limit.
η̃ is chosen at each collapse event to ensure that the total
stress is conserved, and thus depends on the random variables ηj of that event. This model is a variation of that
of Hebraud and Lequeux [13], and we brieﬂy recall how to
solve it.
In the thermodynamic limit eq. (4) implies a FokkerPlanck equation for active sites:
∂P1 (x)
=
∂t
 ∂ 2 P (x)

P1 (x)
∂P1 (x)
1
γ̇ D
+
δ(x
−
1)
− Θ(−x)
+
λ
∂x2
∂x
τc
(5)
and an equation of similar form for P2 (x) (see appendix).
D ≡ η02 /6 represents the diﬀusion constant of the local
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0.4
stress (and is unrelated to the particle diﬀusion constant),
−1
A
(a)
(b)
10
B
0.3
coming from the random kicks of other collapsing sites.
−2
A(theory)
10
B(theory)
β=1.0
λ is a Lagrange parameter that constrains the average
0.2
−3
A
10
A(theory)
stress, and is chosen such that xP (x)dx = 1 − σ. It
−4
0.1
B
10
results from the second term on the RHS of eq. (4). The
B(theory)
β=2.0
0
δ-function term corresponds to the ﬂux of reinserted sites
(d)
A
(c)
−1
at σ = 0, equivalent to x = 1. The last term in eq. (5)
0.3
B
10
β ≈ 0.7
corresponds to the ﬂux of unstable sites that collapse, and
0.2
−2
Θ(x) is the Heaviside function. Equation (5), together
10
β ≈ 1.1
0.1
with a similar equation for P2 (x), are closed. We ﬁnd (see
−3
appendix) that no stationary solution with γ̇ > 0 exists
0
10
−2
0
0.5
0.6
0.7 10−4
10
10
for σ < σc = 1/2 − D. The critical distribution, at λ = 1
(σ = σc =⇒ γ̇ = 0) is independent of τc and τr and
follows:
Fig. 2: (Colour on-line) γ̇ vs. σ for models A (τc = 1, τr = 0)
A L=64

A L=128
A L=256
A L=512
B L=64

B L=128
B L=256

B L=512

Pc (x) = 0,
Pc (x) = 1 − exp (−x/D),
Pc (x) = (exp (1/D) − 1), exp (−x/D),

x < 0,
0 < x < 1, (6)
x > 1.

Taking the mean, one obtains xc = D + 12 , implying
for the yield stress σc = 12 − D. Equation (6) satisﬁes
Pc (x) ∼ x for small x, which means that in mean ﬁeld,
θ = 1. This linear density of nearly unstable regions has a
simple explanation: the stress in each site follows a diﬀusion equation. In the limit of small strain rate the instability threshold at x = 0 becomes an absorbing boundary
condition. In contrast, for monotonic problems such as
pinned elastic interfaces, the distance to a local instability x is always decreasing in time and P (x) thus cannot
vanish at x = 0. Solving this mean-ﬁeld model at ﬁnite
strain rate, we ﬁnd at ﬁrst order in γ̇:
σ − σc =




1
1
τc
1/2
+D
+2D + +(1−D)Dτc γ̇.
Dτc γ̇ + τr
2
2
4
(7)
We thus see that if τc = 0, σ − σc ∼ γ̇ 1/2 , corresponding
to β = 2 in eq. (3), as also obtained in the model of [13].
However, if τc = 0, σ − σc ∼ γ̇, corresponding to β = 1.
Thus the models with τc = 0 and τc > 0 display diﬀerent
rheological properties. This situation does not occur in
depinning with monotonic interactions, for which the details of the model dynamics are irrelevant [19]. Although
one expects generically that in physical situations τc > 0,
including the case τc = 0 is informative, as it allows one
to test which properties are robust toward changes of dynamical rules. Thus in what follows we consider two sets
of parameters:

and B (τc = 0, τr = 1). Top panels: mean-ﬁeld interactions
with D = 1/6 on (a) linear and (b) log-log scales. Bottom
panels: quadrupole interactions for d = 2 on (c) linear and (d)
log-log scales. The ﬁts give β ≈ 1.1, σc ≈ 0.52 for model A
and β ≈ 0.7, σc ≈ 0.515 for model B.

the class of models we consider should yield correct values
for θ. Moreover, we ﬁnd at σc that the avalanches distribution ρ(S), where S is the number of plastic events, follows
ρ(S) ∼ 1/S τ with τ ≈ 1.5 independently of the choice of
dynamics, as shown in ﬁg. 3. This result is consistent with
mean-ﬁeld depinning [19] and the ABBM model [20].
To study ﬁnite-dimensional eﬀects, we now consider interactions decaying with distance, of the form
G(ri − rj ) =

ηj
α + η1 ,
rij

(8)

where ηj ∈ [−η, η] is a random variable uniformly distributed, and η1 is again a global shift to keep the average
stress constant. To ensure that the random kicks of eq. (8)
have a ﬁnite eﬀect on the stress in the thermodynamic
L 2
limit, the coeﬃcient η must be such that 1 rη2α dd r ∼ 1
where d is the spatial dimension and L the linear
√ system
size. We get η ∼ Lα−d/2 for α < d/2, η ∼ 1/ ln L for
α = d/2 and η ∼ 1 for α > d/2.

Computing θ is now a much harder problem. However,
we now show that stability implies a bound on this exponent. We denote by m the average number of plastic
events that are triggered if one single event at the origin takes place. We assume that the distribution P (x)
satisﬁes P (x) ∼ xθ . A site at a distance r experiences
a kick which contains the term η1 of order 1/N that
stems from stress conservation, and a term η/rα , which
1) model A, with τr = 0 and τc = 1;
is destabilizing or stabilizing with probability 1/2. The
term η1 ∼ 1/N will destabilize the site with a probability
2) model B, with τr = 1 and τc = 0.
p1 ∼ P (x < 1/N ) ∼ N −(1+θ) , so that overall in the enEquation (7) is conﬁrmed numerically in ﬁg. 2 for both tire system this will trigger of the order of N −θ events,
models. Despite the notable diﬀerence between the dy- which is negligible as long as θ > 0. The probability
namics of models A and B, P (x) at the critical stress is p2 (r) that the term η/rα destabilizes the site is of order
independent of the choice of dynamics. This supports that p2 (r) = P (x ≤ η/rα )/2 ∼ η θ+1 /rα(θ+1) . Integrating over
26003-p3
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Fig. 3: (Colour on-line) Distribution of avalanches size for (a)
mean-ﬁeld interaction and (b) quadrupole interactions.

all sites we get

1

dr
rα(θ+1)+1−d

∼ η θ+1 Ld−α(θ+1) ∼ Lν , (9)
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Marginal Stability
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α=4.5

10

L

x

−3
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(c)

−2

m ∼ η θ+1

0

10

(d)

P (x)
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B
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α=2.0

−3
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x

−1
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θ

3

P (x)
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P (x)

−1
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(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)
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0

2
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6

Fig. 4: (Colour on-line) P (x) vs. x for d = 2 systems with
the power-law interactions of eq. (8): (a) when α ≤ 1, θ ≥ 0.8;
(b) when 1 < α ≤ 2, θ decreases as α increases; (c) when α > 2,
θ ≈ 0. (d) θ vs. α obtained in our simulations and compared
with the theoretical lower bound of eq. (11).

where the exponent ν can be computed from the dependence of η with L. Stability toward run-away avalanches
in ﬁg. 3. Note that in these numerics the initial condirequires ν ≤ 0, which ﬁnally leads to
tion is chosen such that the stress averages on each line
θ ≥ 1,
if d ≥ 2α,
or column is identical, a condition that remains satisﬁed
d
− 1, if d/2 ≤ α ≤ d,
(10) as the system evolves. This choice is physically sound (as
θ ≥
α
it enforces force balance on each slab of the system), and
θ ≥ 0,
if α > d.
turns out to greatly reduce ﬁnite-size eﬀects.
This prediction is tested in ﬁg. 4, where P (x) is shown
for various interaction range α in two dimensions, from
which the exponent θ is extracted. Figure 4(d) shows the
comparison between the measurement and the stability
bound. For α < 1 the bound appears slightly violated,
but less and less so for larger system sizes, supporting
that θ = 1, as we predicted exactly for α = 0. For larger
α, θ is found to lie close to the bound but systematically
above, although our data cannot rule out saturation. Our
analysis thus implies that the range of interaction is a
key determinant of P (x) and θ, and that for this class of
models, systems lie close to marginal stability.
Finally, we consider the more realistic case where the
interaction is not random, but quadrupolar in the far
ﬁeld [6,21]. Our model then belongs to the class of elastoplastic models [16–18,22]. In two dimensions for a simple shear along the x-axis one has for an inﬁnite system
G(r) = cosr24φ , where φ is the angle made with the x-axis.
Periodic boundary conditions can be implemented using
the Fourier representation, G(kx , ky ) = kx2 ky2 /k 4 , and the
discrete wave vectors, kx = 2πnx /L,ky = 2πny /L. This
interaction can be computed also in d = 3 where it decays
as G(r) ∼ 1/r3 .
To our knowledge the exponent β of eq. (3) has not been
computed for such models. Our results are shown in ﬁg. 2
bottom for dynamics A and B, and are well-captured by
the HB law with βA ≈ 1.1 and βB ≈ 0.7. We also compute the avalanche exponent and ﬁnd τ ≈ 1.42 in both
dynamics, again close to the mean-ﬁeld value 1.5 in agreement with [16] but somewhat larger than [22], as shown

One central result concerns the density of excitations
P (x). We measure this quantity in two situations: i) at
the yield stress σc , in the steady state, ii) at σ = 0 after
a “quench” which mimics the behavior that would occur
if the temperature was suddenly set to zero in a liquid.
In the latter case the initial local stress, σi , are drawn
from a symmetric distribution Q0 (σi ), so that σ = 0. We
ﬁnd that the results do not depend on the variance of
Q0 (σi ) as long as it is larger than the yield stress, here we
choose σ 2 = 1.2. In this condition the system is unstable
because many sites with |σi | > 1 can collapse and trigger
other rearrangements. This dynamics stops when |σi | < 1
on all sites. Our results are shown in ﬁg. 5. We ﬁnd that
θ ≈ 0.6 in two dimensions and θ ≈ 0.4 in three dimensions,
both at σc and after the quench at σ = 0.
Can such a simple model, that neglects in particular the
tensorial nature of stress, capture essential aspects of the
glassy dynamics that occurs during an isotropic quench?
To test this hypothesis we compare our results with the
atomistic simulations of [12]. P (x) is not available directly, but the statistics of xmin can be obtained accurately by considering the minimal increment of strain, or
stress, required to generate a plastic event. It is found
that xmin ∼ N −ξ with ξ ≈ 0.62 after a quench, and
ξ ≈ 2/3 at the yield stress, with no clear dependence on
the dimension. Our measurements of the exponent ξ are
shown in ﬁg. 6, and are remarkably similar to these observations, as we ﬁnd ξ ≈ 0.63 in d = 2 and ξ ≈ 0.71 in
d = 3 both after a quench at σ = 0 or in the steady state
at σc . The exponent ξ can be related to θ if one assumes
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transition [16,22]: there is a critical force Fc where the
dynamics also consists of power-law avalanches. At larger
θ≈ 0.6
forces, the velocity follows V ∼ (F − Fc )β , a form equivaL=64
−2
L=128
lent to the HB relation. There are several important dif10
−2
10
θ≈ 0.6
L=256
ferences however. First, for depinning β ≤ 1 (β = 1 is the
−2
0
−2
0
mean-ﬁeld result), whereas yield stress materials generally
10
10
10
10
0
0
display β > 1. Typical values in the range β ∈ [2, 3] have
(d)
10 (c)
L=8
10
been found in experiments on two-dimensional sheared
L=16
L=32
θ ≈ 0.4
foams [24], emulsions [25], and in numerical simulations in
L=8
−2
two dimensions [26,27]. Here we have shown that models
10
L=16
−2
θ ≈ 0.4
10
L=32
where unstable sites can be re-stabilized, which occurs for
−2
0
−2
0
non-monotonic interactions and τc > 0, can indeed present
10
10
10
10
β > 1. Our best estimate is β ≈ 1.1. More work is needed,
Fig. 5: (Colour on-line) P (x) vs. x (a) for d = 2 at the critical however, to test if this value is aﬀected by our approximastress, (b) for d = 2 after a fast quench (c) for d = 3 at the tions that τ is independent of the distance from the plastic
r
critical stress and (d) for d = 3 after a fast quench. Results event, and that τ does not depend on how unstable a site
c
are shown for model A, and are identical for model B.
is. Second, in depinning the number of avalanches triggered when F is slightly increased below Fc is extensive
3
−1
σ=σ 2D
10
10
c
σ=0
and not singular near the transition. This fact allows one
σ=0 2D
σ=σ
c
to obtain the exponent τ characterizing avalanches [14,28].
Near the yield stress transition, atomistic simulations [29]
−3
10
1
support that this hypothesis does not hold. We interpret
10
(b)
2
4
that diﬀerence as stemming from the fact that θ = 0 for
N
10
10
θ ≈ 0.6
−1
σ=σc 3D
10
depinning, whereas θ > 0 for the yielding transition, imσ=0 3D
plying an anomalous relationship between stress increase
−1
10
and number of avalanches triggered.
−3
(a)

0

(b)

0

L=64
L=128
L=256

10

〈 xmin 〉

P(x

min

)

〈x
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〉

10
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−4
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10

xmin
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10

(c)
2
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Fig. 6: (Colour on-line) (a) Distribution of the most unstable
site P (xmin ) at σc (green squares) and after a rapid quench, at
σ = 0 (blue circles) for d = 2. (b), (c): evolution of xmin vs.
N indicating a power-law regime xmin ∼ N −ξ with ξ ≈ 0.63
in d = 2 and ξ ≈ 0.71 in d = 3 both for σc and the rapid
quench.

the independence of the variables xi :
xmin 
0

dx P (x) ∼

1
1
→ xmin ∼ N − θ+1
N

(11)

leading to θ = 1/ξ − 1, a relationship satisﬁed in our data.
The independence assumption also implies a speciﬁc form
for the distribution of the most unstable site at small argument P (xmin ) ∼ xθmin , which is indeed observed in [12]
for quenched systems, but not in quasi-static ﬂow, where
P (xmin ) ∼ x0min was found. Our measurements of P (xmin )
shown in ﬁg. 6 are strikingly similar to [12], and display
precisely these features, supporting the validity of our approach. Our ﬁnding that the relationship θ = 1/ξ − 1
holds despite that the lack of strict independence indicates that θ can in principle be extracted from size eﬀects
and eq. (11), and may thus be accessible experimentally.

It would be very interesting to extend this work to ﬁnite temperature. Concerning the yielding transition, one
may ask if the distribution P (x) remains qualitatively unchanged at ﬁnite temperature, or alternatively if a gap appears at small argument. It is indeed possible that below
some temperature dependent x∗ (T ), P (x) is very small,
since a nearly unstable site can relax via thermal activation. Concerning the glass transition, the observation
that P (x) is singular with the same exponent θ following
an isotropic quench suggests that the STZ and their elastic interactions play a role near the glass transition where
the system becomes solid and the dynamics stops. This
view is supported by recent measurements of strain correlation near the glass transition showing the quadripolar
symmetry of the STZ [21]. Further support comes from a
recent model emphasizing the role of elastic interactions in
thermally activated rearrangements which can rationalize
the known relationship between fragility and elasticity in
liquids [30].

Overall, our results show that the stability of amorphous
solids toward plastic rearrangements is characterized by
an exponent θ, which results from the non-monotonic and
long-range nature of the interactions between rearranging
regions. The presence of this exponent has been overlooked in existing phenomenological models of plasticity,
and is expected to aﬀect scaling relations near the yielding
transition. This point of view rationalizes some diﬀerences
Conclusion. – The phenomenology of the depinning between that transition and the much better understood
transition [19,23] of an elastic interface is very simi- depinning phenomenon, and may thus facilitate the translar to that of the much less understood yield stress fer of knowledge between these ﬁelds.
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Appendix. – We give here a few more details about
the solution of the mean-ﬁeld case, eq. (7) in the main text.
We write the distribution P (x) as P (x) = P1 (x) + P2 (x),
where P1 (x) is the distribution of stable (x > 0) and mechanically unstable (x < 0) sites, and P2 (x) is the distribution of collapsed sites. In the thermodynamic limit, P1
and P2 satisfy the Fokker-Planck equations
∂P1 (x)
=
∂t 2

∂ P1 (x)
P1 (x)
∂P1 (x)
γ̇ D
+δ(x − 1) −θ(−x)
+λ
, (A.1)
2
∂x
∂x
τc
∂P2 (x)
=
∂t 2

∂ P2 (x)
∂P2 (x)
P1 (x) P2 (x)
γ̇ D
+
λ
−
. (A.2)
+ θ(−x)
∂x2
∂x
τc
τr
In the stationary limit, these two equations imply, by taking the integral of (A.1) and (A.2), the following conservation law:
∞
0
P (x)dx
P1 (x)dx
−∞ 2
γ̇ =
= −∞
.
(A.3)
τr
τc
This equality simply states that in a stationary state, the
ﬂux of a collapsing site is equal to the ﬂux of sites that become stabilized again. Solving (A.1) gives P1 up to a constant, which we can then determine thanks to (A.3), using
the normalization of the complete distribution P . We ﬁnd
the critical value λc = 1 above which there exists a stationary solution with γ̇ > 0. The same eq. (A.3) allows to solve
for γ̇ as a function of λ − λc . Expanding for λ  λc gives
γ̇ =

(λ − λc )2 (τc + 2τr )(λ − λc )3
−
+ O(λ − λc )4 . (A.4)
Dτc
D2 τc2

We then have
to relate λ − λc and σ − σc , which is done
 +∞
using that −∞ xP (x)dx = 1 − σ. Multiplying (A.2) by
x and integration by parts yields
+∞
−∞

xP2 (x)dx =

τr
(λc − λ)3
Dτc

(A.5)

and because we have already computed P1 , we can
compute the expansion of σ − σc in terms of λ − λc . A
few straightforward computations ﬁnally yield eq. (7) of
the main text.
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